
Product Change Notification - IIRA-22FBBT033

Date:

26 Nov 2013
Product Category:

Memory
Notification subject:

End of Life (EOL) of SST25PF080B-80, SST25VF080B-80, SST25PF040B-80, SST25VF040B-80,
SST25VF040B-40-4C-XXX-TT069 device families.
Notification text:
PCN Status:End of Life (EOL) notificationMicrochip Part Numbers Affected:See attachments of Affected Part
Numbers Labeled as…PCN_IIRA-22FBBT033_Affected CPN.xlsPCN_IIRA-22FBBT033_Affected CPN.pdfDescription
of EOL:The catalog part numbers listed in the attached document will be moving to End of Life (EOL)
effective today. These catalog part numbers will no longer be offered after March 15, 2014. The
replacements, if available, are listed in the affected part numbers attachments.Reason for EOL:No
longer have manufacturing support for the catalog part numbers listed in the attachment.Estimated Effective
Dates:Customers affected by this EOL notice are advised to place LAST TIME BUY ORDERS as follows:Last time for
bookings is contact your local sales office.Last time for shipments is March 15, 2014.Revision History:November 26,
2013: Initial release of notification.The replacement parts described in this notice do not alter Microchip’s current
regulatory compliance regarding the material content of the applicable products.
Attachment(s):

PCN_IIRA-22FBBT033_Affected CPN.pdf
PCN_IIRA-22FBBT033_Affected CPN.xlsx

Please contact your local Microchip sales office with questions or concerns regarding this
notification.

Terms and Conditions:

If you wish to change your product/process change notification (PCN) profile please log on to our
website at http://www.microchip.com/PCN sign into myMICROCHIP to open the myMICROCHIP
home page, then select a profile option from the left navigation bar.

To opt out of future offer or information emails (other than product change notification emails), click
here to go to microchipDIRECT and login, then click on the "My account" link, click on "Update
profile" and un-check the box that states "Future offers or information about Microchip's products or
services."

https://www.microchip.com/mymicrochip/NotificationDetails.aspx?id=5675&file=PCN_IIRA-22FBBT033_Affected CPN.pdf
https://www.microchip.com/mymicrochip/NotificationDetails.aspx?id=5675&file=PCN_IIRA-22FBBT033_Affected CPN.xlsx
http://www.microchip.com/stellent/idcplg?IdcService=SS_GET_PAGE&nodeId=71
http://www.microchip.com/PCN
http://www.microchipdirect.com/


EOL Catalog Part Number (CPN) Recommended Replacement Notes about replacement part
SST25VF080B-80-4C-SAE SST25VF080B-50-4C-S2AF reduced speed and different package
SST25VF080B-80-4C-S2AE SST25VF080B-50-4C-S2AF reduced speed and different package

SST25VF080B-80-4C-S2AE-PP022 contact your local sales office reduced speed and different package
SST25VF080B-80-4C-QAE SST25VF080B-50-4C-QAF reduced speed

SST25VF080B-40-4I-VC-WAF contact your local sales office N/A
SST25VF080B-80-4I-SAE SST25VF080B-50-4I-S2AF reduced speed and different package
SST25VF080B-80-4I-S2AE SST25VF080B-50-4I-S2AF reduced speed

SST25VF080B-80-4I-S2AE-PP022 contact your local sales office
SST25VF080B-80-4I-QAE SST25VF080B-50-4I-QAF reduced speed 

SST25VF080B-80-4C-SAE-T SST25VF080B-50-4C-S2AF-T reduced speed and different package
SST25VF080B-80-4C-S2AE-T SST25VF080B-50-4C-S2AF-T reduced speed 
SST25VF080B-80-4C-QAE-T SST25VF080B-50-4C-QAF-T reduced speed
SST25VF080B-80-4I-SAE-T SST25VF080B-50-4I-S2AF-T reduced speed and different package
SST25VF080B-80-4I-S2AE-T SST25VF080B-50-4I-S2AF-T reduced speed 
SST25VF080B-80-4I-QAE-T SST25VF080B-50-4I-QAF-T reduced speed
SST25PF080B-80-4C-SAE SST25VF080B-50-4C-S2AF reduced speed, voltage range down to 2.7V, and different package
SST25PF080B-80-4C-S2AE SST25VF080B-50-4C-S2AF reduced speed, voltage range down to 2.7V, and different package
SST25PF080B-80-4C-QAE SST25VF080B-50-4C-QAF reduced speed, voltage range down to 2.7V 

SST25PF080B-80-4C-SAE-T SST25VF080B-50-4C-S2AF-T reduced speed, voltage range down to 2.7V, and different package
SST25PF080B-80-4C-S2AE-T SST25VF080B-50-4C-S2AF-T reduced speed and voltage range down to 2.7V
SST25PF080B-80-4C-QAE-T SST25VF080B-50-4C-QAF-T reduce speed, voltage range down to 2.7V 

SST25VF040B-40-4C-SAE-TT069 SST25VF040B-50-4C-S2AF different package
SST25VF040B-40-4C-S2AE-TT069 SST25VF040B-50-4C-S2AF N/A
SST25VF040B-40-4C-QAE-TT069 SST25VF040B-50-4C-QAF N/A

SST25VF040B-40-4I-VB contact your local sales office N/A
SST25VF040B-40-4I-VB-WAA contact your local sales office N/A
SST25VF040B-80-4I-SAE-100 contact your local sales office N/A

SST25VF040B-80-4I-SAE SST25VF040B-50-4I-SAF reduced speed
SST25VF040B-80-4I-S2AE SST25VF040B-50-4I-S2AF reduced speed
SST25VF040B-80-4I-QAE SST25VF040B-50-4I-QAF reduced speed

SST25VF040B-40-4C-SAE-TT069-T SST25VF040B-50-4C-SAF-T N/A
SST25VF040B-40-4C-S2AE-TT069-T SST25VF040B-50-4C-S2AF-T N/A
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SST25VF040B-40-4C-QAE-TT069-T SST25VF040B-50-4C-QAF-T N/A
SST25VF040B-80-4I-SAE-100-T contact your local sales office N/A

SST25VF040B-80-4I-SAE-T SST25VF040B-50-4I-SAF-T reduced speed
SST25VF040B-80-4I-S2AE-T SST25VF040B-50-4I-S2AF-T reduced speed
SST25VF040B-80-4I-QAE-T SST25VF040B-50-4I-QAF-T reduced speed
SST25PF040B-80-4C-SAE SST25VF040B-50-4C-SAF reduced speed, voltage range down to 2.7V 
SST25PF040B-80-4C-S2AE SST25VF040B-50-4C-S2AF reduced speed, voltage range down to 2.7V 
SST25PF040B-80-4C-QAE SST25VF040B-50-4C-QAF reduced speed, voltage range down to 2.7V 

SST25PF040B-80-4C-SAE-T SST25VF040B-50-4C-SAF-T reduced speed, voltage range down to 2.7V 
SST25PF040B-80-4C-S2AE-T SST25VF040B-50-4C-S2AF-T reduced speed, voltage range down to 2.7V 
SST25PF040B-80-4C-QAE-T SST25VF040B-50-4C-QAF-T reduced speed, voltage range down to 2.7V 
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